Interaction of the nonintercalative antitumour drugs SN-6999 and SN-18071 with DNA: influence of ligand structure on the binding specificity.
Binding to DNA's of the non-intercalative ligands SN-6999 and SN-18071 has been studied by means of circular dichroism, UV absorption, thermal melting and for SN-6999 by viscosity measurements. Both antitumour drugs show a preference for dA.dT rich DNA's, but the base pair selectivity of SN-18071 is lower as indicated by some affinity to dG.dC containing duplex DNA. The dA.dT base pair specificity of SN-6999 is comparable to that of netropsin. It forms very stable complexes with dA.dT containing duplex DNA and competes with netropsin binding on DNA. The ligands SN-18071 and pentamidine are totally released from their complexes with poly(dA-dT).poly(dA-dT) by competitive netropsin binding. The results demonstrate that hydrogen bonding capacity of the ligand in addition to other factors strongly contribute to the base sequence specificity in the recognition process of the ligand with DNA. A binding model of SN-6999 with five dA.dT pairs in the minor groove of B-DNA is suggested.